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Market Outlook

Recap – The S&P 500 continued its year-end winning streak last week,
rising 2.25% following a plunge in bond yields that came after the lower-
than-expected inflation reading from the CPI report on Tuesday. The S&P
is now up 7.8% for November. Small-cap stock performance also did well
last week, rallying 5.9%, more than double the advance of the S&P 500. In
addition to better inflation data, investor sentiment was also boosted by
stronger-than-expected quarterly reports from companies including Target
(TGT) and Home Depot (HD) even as the retailers' sales declined year-
over-year. Target shares climbed +17% on Wednesday after its results
didn’t come in nearly as bad as investors had feared.

Market Rallies on Inflation Reports - Two inflation reports released last
week, the Consumer Price Index (CPI) and the Producer Price Index
(PPI), showed continued progress in this long inflation battle. Consumer
prices were flat in October from the previous month, while the 12-month
increase was 3.2%. Both were below market forecasts. Core CPI (which
excludes food and energy) also eased, rising just 0.2% in October and
4.0% year-over-year. The climb in the annual core CPI was the lowest in
two years.

After the inflation report, the 10-yr Treasury yield fell to 4.44% from 4.66%
the day before. It was at 5% just a few weeks ago. Relief here has greatly
helped improve investor sentiment on the equity side more recently.
Strategists and technical analysts say if the 10-yr yield can close below a
key level of 4.35%, another surge in stocks is likely heading into year-
end. As of this writing, it’s just 11 bps above that level at 4.46%.

The S&P is now up +7.8% for the month of November as the strong
seasonals story plays out as history suggested it might. The next
key technical level to watch for the S&P on the upside is 4,600
(currently at 4,535), which is the July high we hit before
consolidating in August, September, and October down to 4,100. 

Week Ahead – Turning to the shortened holiday trading week ahead,
economic data is on the lighter side although there are two reports worth
noting. On Monday, the US Leading economic indicators index for
October came in a bit worse than expected although weakness in this
index is far from a new story, which showed by the lack of any negative
market reaction to it on Monday morning’s market rally.  The other report
we’re watching is the existing home sales report for October, out Tuesday
morning, to see how the housing market is doing after the rise in mortgage
rates.

Lastly this week, Nvidia reports earnings after the close on Tuesday,

November 21st. This stock has been key for market gains this year so its
report will be closely watched for the broader market and the Technology
sector as a whole

Chart Below - We know the S&P 500’s performance has been highly
skewed by just a few mega-cap stocks this year. This chart from LPL
quantifies how skewed it really is compared to history by showing that in
2023, we are witnessing the lowest percent stocks of stocks outperforming
the S&P 500 in almost 50 years at just 28% of the index. This dynamic
simply can’t persist forever though so we are likely in store from some
improvement in 2024, which will vastly help portfolios across the board.

Market Support

The next level of resistance to watch for the S&P 500 on the upside is at
4,600.

The next level of support to watch for the S&P 500 on the downside is at
4,400.

These are key technical levels we look for the market to either hold or
push through when look at the potential for future moves. Common support
levels can be the 50- and 200-day moving averages as well as other
technical levels such as previous market highs or lows.

What We Are Watching

The following economic data is slated to be released this week:

Monday: US Leading Economic Indicators (Oct.)

Tuesday: Existing Home Sales (Oct.)

Wednesday: Weekly Initial Jobless, Durable Goods Orders (Oct.)

Thursday: *Markets closed for Thanksgiving holiday.

Friday: *Markets close at 1pm ET. 

JFG Adventure Series

During Craig's most recent visit to New Mexico, he hiked to a beautiful
natural hot spring. This hard-to-find natural wonder is located off of the
East Fork Trail near Jemez Springs. It is part of a system of hot springs
on the edge of the Valles Caldera, a dormant volcanic crater. 

(Shown above: McCauley Hot Springs, Santa Fe National Forest)

Annual Donation Drive

The Tennyson Center for Children strives to improve the mental health and
wellness of those impacted by trauma and other adverse experiences.
They believe that everyone should have the opportunity and support they
need to learn, grow, and thrive. 

We will be collecting items for this great program in our DTC office (5299
DTC Blvd #1170 Greenwood Village, CO 80111) during office hours (8am-
4pm) until December 20th.

List of items in need:

Band-Aids
Batteries (AA, AAA, 9V)
ChapStick
Clorox Wipes
Construction paper
Dry Erase Markers
Dry Erase Erasers
Kleenex
Lotion- Cetaphil
Lotion- Cocoa Butter
Lotion- Eucerin
Markers-Thin/Thick
Napkins
Paper Plates - 9” & 6” for BBQ’s and Parties
Paper Towels
Plastic table covers - rectangle for  summer BBQ’s (orange)
Plastic Spoons
Plastic Forks
Poster board-colored 22×28
Poster board-white 22×28
Post-it note pads assorted sizes
Pot holders-for dietary & life skills
Solo Cups - 5oz. -9oz.
Sunscreen - SPF 50-spray or lotion
Scotch tape & packaging tape
Zip Lock Bags (all sizes)

Event Webpage

Tennysoncenter.org

Thanksgiving is almost here: a time to enjoy friends, family, great food,
and maybe a whole lot of football. As we give thanks for what we have
received and celebrate the triumphs in our lives, we are continuing a
tradition that has lasted for hundreds of years.

This season gives us a time to appreciate our hard work, our good
fortune, and our togetherness – qualities to celebrate.

Happy Thanksgiving!

Craig Johlfs, CFP®, MBA

craig.johlfs@lpl.com

303-626-2446
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